
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 93, iss. 3, pp. 159 { 161 c 2011 February 10Anomalous temperature dependence of the order parameterof a superconductor with weakly correlated impuritiesI. A. FominP.L.Kapitza Institute for Physical Problems, 119334 Moscow, RussiaMoscow Institute of Physics and Technology, Dolgoprudny, Mosow regionSubmitted 16 December 2010It is shown that weak correlations between pair-breaking impurities in superconductors inuence the tem-perature dependence of the order parameter within the Ginzburg and Landau region if correlation radius ofimpurities R is greater than the coherence length of the superconductor �0. Dependence of a square of theaverage order parameter on a temperature di�erence Tc�T changes its slope in a region �0pTc=(Tc � T ) � R.Inuence of correlations of impurities on other thermodynamic properties of superconductors is discussed.Impurities make the condensate of Cooper pairs spa-tially nonuniform. Manifestation of this non-uniformityis particularly strong in unconventional superconductorsand in conventional superconductors with magnetic im-purities. In a vicinity of the transition temperature Tcfree energy of such superconductor can be written asGinzburg and Landau functional with coe�cients, whichare random functions of coordinate. For a scalar orderparameter 	(r)Fsf	(r)g = Fn + Z fa(r)j	(r)j2++12b(r)j	(r)j4 + c(r)jr	(r)j2gd3r: (1)According to the analysis of Larkin and Ovchinnikov[1] the most strong e�ect on the average order parame-ter have uctuations of the coe�cient a(r) i.e. uctua-tions of the local transition temperature Tc(r): a(r) == �(T � Tc(r)). Because of these uctuations the tem-perature dependence of the average order parameter h	ideviates from the linear dependence h	i2 � (Tc�T )=Tccharacteristic of the uniform superconductor and be-comes singular in a narrow interval below the superuidtransition temperature (Tc�T )=Tc � (�0=l)4(1=(n�0)2),where l is the mean free path and n { the density ofimpurities. The linear dependence is preserved outsideof this region. This result is obtained under assumptionthat impurities are not correlated. It has been shown re-cently, that correlations with a radius R which is greaterthan �0 strongly a�ect suppression of Tc by impurities[2, 3]. Such situation is realized for the superuid 3Hein aerogel. Experimental data for thermodynamic prop-erties of superuid 3He in aerogel, such as the square ofthe Leggett frequency 
2L and �s [4, 5] deviate from thelinear dependence on Tc�T in a much wider interval oftemperatures than that, estimated on a basis of Ref.[1].

The observed dependence of these quantities bends up-ward when Tc � T increases. The aim of this paper isto show that this anomaly can be interpreted as the ef-fect of correlations among the impurities. The e�ect ofcorrelations is general in a sense, that presence and acharacter of deviations do not depend on a particularform of the order parameter. For demonstration of thee�ect the simplest example of a superconductor with thescalar order parameter 	(r) will be considered.Let us follow the argument of Ref.[1] with the mod-i�cations required by the presence of correlations. Freeenergy (1) can be rewritten in terms of the dimension-less order parameter  (r) = 	(r)=	0, where 	0 is theabsolute value of the order parameter for pure super-conductor at T = 0 obtained by extrapolation of lineardependence of j	j2 on (Tc0�T ) from the transition tem-perature of the pure superconductor Tc0:Fsf (r)g = Fn + Tc0�c0�� Z f[���(r)]j (r)j2+ 12 j (r)j4+�2s jr (r)j2gd3r: (2)Other notations here are: �c0 { the speci�c heat jumpin the pure superconductor, � = (T � Tc1)=Tc0, Tc1 == hTc(r)i, so that the relative uctuation of local tran-sition temperature �(r) = (Tc(r) � Tc1)=Tc0, it van-ishes after averaging. The elasticity coe�cient �2s == (7�(3)=12)�20 in the BCS theory. In these notationsGinzburg and Landau equation reads as:[� � �(r)] +  j j2 � �2s� = 0: (3)At T < Tc the long-range order is established, charac-terized by the average order parameter h i. The an-gular brackets denote averaging over ensemble of im-purities. Solution of Eq. (3) can be sought in a form (r) = h i(1+ �(r)). When �(r) is small �(r) is small�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 93 ¢»¯. 3 { 4 2011 159



160 I. A. Fomintoo, except for the mentioned above temperature regionclose to Tc, where h�(r)�(r)i diverges. Averaging Eq.(3)over ensemble of impurities renders expression for h i2in terms of the average products h��i and h��i:h i2 = h��i � �1 + 3h��i : (4)The uctuating part �(r) can be found from the lin-earized equation (2):(� � �(r) + 3h i2)�� �2s�� = �(r) � h��i: (5)Its solution can be formally written in terms of the Greenfunction G(r; r0):�(r) = Z G(r; r0)(�(r0)� h��i)d3r0: (6)Re-writing this solution in the momentum representa-tion we can �nd the averages, entering Eq. (4):h�(r)�(r)i = Z h�(-k)G(k;k0)�(k0)i d3k(2�)3 d3k0(2�)3�� �1 + Z h�(�k)G(k; 0)i d3k(2�)3 ��1 : (7)The average in the numerator can be found by term-by-term averaging of the diagrammatic series Figure.
+ + + ...To every arrow here corresponds the unperturbedGreen function G0(k;k0) = (2�)3�(k � k0)[� + 3h i2 ++ �2sk2]�1 and to a cross �(k1�k2), k1 is the in-comingand k2 { the out-going momenta. Comparison of theaveraged diagrammatic series Figure with that for theaverage Green function relates h�G�i to hGi:h�G�i = G�10 [hGiG�10 � 1]; (8)which in its turn can be expressed in terms of the self-energy �(k; �):hG(k)i = [� + 3h i2 � �(k; �) + �2sk2]�1: (9)Using analogous argument for evaluation of h�Gi we �ndeventually that h��i = �(0; �): (10)In a principal order on the perturbation �(r)�(0; �) = Z h�(-k1)�(k1)i� + 3h i2 � �(k1; �) + �2sk21 d3k1(2�)3 : (11)Of practical interest is a situation when �(r) == Pa �(1)(r � ra), where �(1)(r � ra) is a contribu-tion of individual impurity situated at the position ra.

In that case the correlation function h�(-k)�(k)i == nj�(1)(k)j2S(k), where S(k) = hPb exp[ik(rb�ra)]i isthe structure factor. For non-correlated impurities onlyone term with rb = ra contributes to the sum. E�ectof correlations is contained in �S(k) = S(k) � 1, whichis Fourier transform of the correlation function in thecoordinate space v(r). When impurities are correlatedon a distance � R the �S(k) is enhanced for k � 1=R.For estimation of the e�ect of correlations a model ex-pression ("�-model"[3]): �S(k) = 2�2R2nv(0)�(k� 1=R)can be used. In particular, one can show that correc-tions to the principal expression for �(0; �), given byEq.(11) contain extra factor R2=�0l � ". In what fol-lows we assume, that " � 1 and treat e�ect of corre-lation as a perturbation. In a principal order on " inthe denominator of the integrand in Eq. (11) we can seth i2 = �(0; �) � � and take �(k; �) � �(0; �). ThenEq. (11) determines a function �(0; �). In this equa-tion a combination u = �(0; �) � � is taken as a newvariable. In the expression (11) for �(0; �) we separatepart which is �nite at u = 0. As was discussed before[2, 3], it determines the second order correction to theshift of Tc. The new transition temperature Tc2 is thenTc2 = Tc1 + Tc0 R nj�(1)(k1)j2S(k1)�2sk21 d3k1(2�)3 . It is convenientto introduce a variable t, which counts temperature fromTc2: t = (T � Tc2)=Tc0. In these notations Eq.(11) ren-ders relation between u and t:u �1 + 2 Z nj�(1)(k1)j2S(k1)�2sk21 [2u+ �2sk21 ] d3k1(2�)3 � = �t: (12)In terms of u h i2 = u=(1 + 3h��i). When S(k1) isstrongly peaked at k1 � 1=R the dependence of u ont changes its slope in a region u � (�s=R)2, i.e. when�(T ) � R and �(T ) is de�ned as �0=pu. At u� (�s=R)2asymptoticallyu � (Tc1�T )=Tc0, i.e. it depends linearlyon a distance from the average transition temperatureTc1. In the opposite limit u � (�s=R)2, u is linear int = (Tc2 � T )=Tc0, with a di�erent slope. The relativechange of the slope is on the order of "2. Using for �S(k)the �-model we have:u = t1 + 2n2j�(1)(0)j2v(0)(R=�s)4 : (13)If impurities, like aerogel, have a tendency to form clus-ters, v(0) > 0 and the slope of u(t) at u � (�s=R)2is smaller than at u � (�s=R)2, so the u(t) bends up-ward. Together with u(t) changes its slope h i2(t) == u=(1 + 3h��i). The average h��i in the denominatoris on the order of "2:h��i = Z nj�(1)(k)j2S(k)[2u+ �2sk2]2 d3k(2�)3 : (14)�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 93 ¢»¯. 3 { 4 2011



Anomalous temperature dependence of the order : : : 161This correction does not inuence asymptotic of the de-pendence of h i2 on t at u � (�s=R)2, but at u �� (�s=R)2 it increases the change of the slope. Dueto this correction physical quantities, which depend onaverages of di�erent powers of the order parameter willhave di�erent changes of the slope. E.g. the NMR fre-quencies are proportional to h 2i = h i2(1 + h��i) '' u=(1 + 2h��i). For the model �S � �(k � 1=R) atu� (�s=R)2:h 2i = t1 + 4n2j�(1)(0)j2v(0)(R=�s)4 : (15)Further thermodynamic properties can be found asderivatives of the average free energy over T . Using theexpression Fs � Fn = �Tc0�c02 hR j j4d3ri and relationhj j4i = h i4(1 + 6h��i) we arrive at:Fs � Fn = �Tc0�C02 u2; (16)i.e. a gain of the free energy is proportional to u2 andnot to t2. The speci�c heat jump, following from Eq.(16)is: �Ci = �C0Tc0Tc2�dudt �2T!Tc2 : (17)For the �-model �Ci = �C0 Tc2Tc0 (1 + 2n2j�(1)(0)j2v(0)�� (R=�s)4)�2. There is extra suppression of the jumpdue to correlations.So, we conclude, that the anomaly of temperaturedependence of thermodynamic properties of superuid3He in aerogel is qualitatively the same as that found inthe considered example of a superconductor with a one-component order parameter and correlated impurities.

The quantitative comparison of the obtained results withthe data for 3He would not have sense, because super-uid 3He has a multi component order parameter. Thisopens a possibility for correlated impurities to interactwith di�erent modes of uctuations of the order parame-ter. For a quantitative description of the anomaly all ofthese modes have to be taken into account. Neverthelessa qualitative estimation of the correlation radius basedon the relation �(T ) � R at a temperature of a changeof the slope is close to other estimations.Because of its universal character the anomaly canoccur in superconductors with di�erent order parame-ters and can be considered as an indication that impuri-ties are correlated and correlation radius is greater than�0. A distance from Tc at which dependence of h i2on Tc � T changes its slope renders estimation of thecorrelation radius.I thank E.V. Surovtsev for useful discussions. Thiswork was supported in part by RFBR grant #09-02-12131 o�-m.1. A. I. Larkin and Yu.N. Ovchinnikov, ZhETF 61, 1221(1971), [Sov. Phys. JETP 34, 651 (1972)].2. I. A. Fomin, Pis'ma v ZhETF 88, 65 (2008) [JETP Let-ters 88, 59 (2008)].3. I. A. Fomin, Pis'ma v ZhETF 92, 650 (2010) [JETP Let-ters 92, 585 (2010)].4. V.V. Dmitriev, D.A. Krasnikhin, N. Mulders et al.,Pis'ma v ZhETF 86, 681 (2007) [JETP Letters 86, 594(2007)].5. J.M. Parpia, A.D. Fe�erman, J. V. Porto et al., J. LowTemp. Phys. 150, 482 (2008).
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